
NAVIGATION GUIDE - 6km loop  (for 25km – 55km – 80km Walkers) 
 
Start at Savory Field (below the Great House) 

Head towards the Mckenzie Centre where you will walk left up the ramp up to the main parking lot 

below Habberton Hall. 

Proceed around the right hand side of the parking on the pavement and across the pedestrian crossing 

and up to the walkway outside the Habberton Hall. 

Keep right and walk around the hall and across the pedestrian crossing to Pickering Field where you 

will walk around the cricket nets. 

Keeping to the right hand side of Pickering Field next to the high wire fence until you turn left at the 

end of the field still following the fence till you reach the ramp that goes right down to the far 

Boardman Field. 
Keep left, to the outer edge of the field all the way till you reach the gravel driveway that leads down to 

the Netball parking lot. 

Proceed up the driveway (keeping to the left) leading away from the netball fields and back towards 

Habberton hall and the Pre-Primary Classrooms. 
Before you reach the Habberton hall you will keep to your left and along the tarred parking lot onto the 

gravel parking by the AEU dept and the back of the Junior Primary. 

You will follow the path around the back edge of the Junior Primary past the Rondavel and between 

the lower jungle gym area. 

Walk back onto the main Savory Field below the Great House by the cricket nets keeping to the left 

next to the fence. 

Walk along the lower edge of the field next to the fence towards the swimming pool. Past the pool and 

take a hairpin left turn just before the climbing wall down onto the gravel path (conservancy path) and 

back along this path taking you through the bush and trees below Savory field (Savory field is now 

above you on your left.) 

This path will come back out onto the lower gravel parking lot by the Pre-Primary classrooms / AEU 

where you will keep right at the Stop 9 (Past Pupils) and down the driveway leading to the workshops. 

Past the front (right hand side) of the workshops and up the stairs to the netball courts. 

Keep right and walk around the right outer edge of the netball courts (half way around) where you will 

take a sharp right and down the stairs into the conservancy. 

At the bottom of the stairs you will take a left turn and follow the path (in the Conservancy) keeping 

to right at the split until you get right to the top of the conservancy where you will do a right hairpin 

turn and walk back along the top path where it runs parallel with Pioneer Road. You will come to a 

gate on the left where you will exit the conservancy and the school grounds onto Pioneer Road. 

Sticking to the pavement you will walk down the road towards the bridge. 

You will cross the bridge still keeping to the right hand pavement and turn right at the 3 way stop 

street. Shortly after you will see the railway on your right and a road/path leading down to the railway 

line. Proceed down to the railway line and all the way along the line away from the bridge for about 

1.6km. This section of the railway line runs immediately below the school in the direction of Fields 

Hill. 
At the 1.6km mark on your right there is a path with a gate through a fence into private property. 

After walking through the gate you will be in a grass field where you will proceed right along the 

demarcated path now with the railway line on your immediate right hand side. 

Carry on along this path and up a very steep grass hill – “Big Mac Hill” with the houses and fence on 

your right and the dense bush to your left. 

At the top of the very steep hill you will exit the gate where you will find the cul-de-sac of Fairview 

Place. 
Walk up the tar road and at the stop street turn left into Fairview Road and then immediately right into 

Insala Road. 

Walk along Insala Road till you reach the school gate where you will walk up the Stock Shop / Thom 

Teenies driveway and right towards the hockey astro. 

At the Astro you will turn left and walk clockwise the entire way around the outside of the astro fence. 

After passing the parkhome toilets on your left, follow the path down the stairs towards the Great 

House Parking lot and right to wards the Stock Shop on the grass. Keep left at the Stock Shop and walk 

past the staff parking and the tennis courts. 

At the music school keep left and walk down the driveway and all the way down the hill past the back 

of the swimming pool and left on the main Savory field where you will cross the finish line and will 

have completed the 6km loop. 


